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134                   INDIAN ASCETICISM.            [CHAP. TOI.
volence, compassion, and abstention from injury to others, which
are regarded by the wise as true penances.1
{
Then as to sannydsa we find that divided into two classes,
viz., the vidwat sannydsa (the renunciation of the Wise) and
the mmdisM sannydsa (twtw WRT), the renunciation enjoined
on householders and others, who are not yet prepared absolutely
to renounce all earthly considerations and their social and domestic
ties.
But into neither of these two divisions does the idea of mortification
of the flesh enter. The Jivan-Mukti-Viveba—a work, written, accord-
ing to Professor Dvivedi, in the fourteenth century,—says not a
•word about mortification of the flesh, as one of the duties of a san-           k
nydsin—high or low.
Nor is it mentioned in any of th.e recognised works on Yoga. The
whole practice of Yoga breathes a spirit of moderation in exercise,
such. as m^y, instead of causing bodily pain and distraction of attention,
be helpful to concentration of the mind and a proper meditation on
the Atman. A Yogin, says Shree Krishna, must always avoid the two
extremes of excess and abstinence.
" Verily Yoga is not for him who eateth too much, nor who abstain"
etix to excess, nor who is too much addicted to sleep, nor even to
wakefulness, Oh Aijuiia, Yoga Idlletli out all pain for him who is regu-
lated in eating and amusement, regulated in performing actions, re-
gulated in sleeping and waking."2
The truth is that all the rigorous practices involving mortification
of the flesh, etc., belong to what is called hatha yoga—resorted to by           ^
the uncultured, in th.e belief that it leads to the acquisition of extra-
ordinary powers, called siddhis. But this practice has been always
severely condemned by all right-minded thmkers.3 The author of the
Jzvan-MuJcti'Viveka says that the ascetic who thus occupies himself
tc swerves away from the real aim of existence.4" He is a false Para-
mahama and, instead of being a knower of Brahma, becomes, as it
1 Mahabh&rat.                        'Mslrkandeya PTirzliia,9 quoted by Prof.
a Bhag. Git. VI 16-17                Dvivedi in the note to Oh, VI of his             ^
^ See, in this coimexion, -Shatapatha translati^ of the Bhag, Git. ^
Brahmana,' < Hatha Pradipika,' and    4 tt TO ; W^W^^ ^^

